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         What is The Purpose Compass ™  

Just as the Compass has North, South, East, West directional points, we also need directional 

points to navigate successfully on our life journey. The Purpose Compass TM is a tool we believe 

will help anyone discover a systematic way of unlocking their purpose that is at the center of 

our personal beliefs, passions, gifts and talents. 

Beliefs 
Self-Discovery Question: 

What do you at the core level believe about yourself, life and others? 

Passions 
Self-Discovery Question: 

What do you desire, what energizes you or creates  anger for you to  want to change for yourself and 
others? 

Gifts 

 

Self-Discovery Question: 

What can you do that is natural, easy but maybe hard for others? 

Talents 
Self-Discovery Question: 

What skill have you learned, studied or trained over time? 
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The Purpose Compass is a tool that will help anyone who desires to systematically discover the 

purpose they believe they are placed on earth to fulfill. This tool is inspired by the teaching and 

years of studies of Dr. Myles Monroe and many other mentors. This tool was also created from 

a place of questioning my own purpose in life.  

 

According to Dr. Myles Monroe, Personal Leadership is the key to personal success. He believed 

all people including You are a leader on the inside. He stated that our leadership is rooted in 

managing and stewarding our personal gifts for godly  influence.  Dr. Myles Monroe states 

leaders have strong  visions that they see through their belief system aka mindset. 

So I decided to develop a guiding tool for questioning and examining experiences in my own 

life. 

 So after completing this exercise for myself, I found my answers to be true for me. We pray for 

you and that this tool helps guide you through thoughtful life questioning and inner soul 

dialogue for answers you already have on the inside. 
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